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The way we work together

determines the way we succeed.

Keeping the goal in mind , with

honesty and integrity Game

Developer Association (GDA) was

created.

GDA CRCE is constantly inspired to

try to educate students about

cutting-edge technologies, and

worked tirelessly to provide the

college students with good-quality

events. Working with such an

energetic team makes me happy. I'm

incredibly delighted to introduce the

inaugural issue of " GDA magazine,"

the outcome of their dream come

true.. I'd like to thank the entire team

for all of their hard work in producing

the first issue of the magazine. Our

magazine delves into the

technologically advanced globe. I

hope GDA CRCE continues to soar to

new heights . My best wishes go out

to everyone at GDA CRCE

'Coming together is

the beginning. Keeping

together is progress. 

Working together is

success.' 

-Henry Ford

Prof. Heenakausar Pendhari
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The Event

Gallery by GDA
We Are A Team Of Enthusiastic Programmers, Game Developers, Science
Freaks And The Tech-Savvy Brains. With An Avant-Garde Perspective, We
Aim To Revolutionize The Era Of Game Development.

Unlock your Creativity was a huge success. Objective of this seminar was to
generate student’s interest in game development along with animation
skills and to motivate them to come up with innovative ideas with student
teams to create full fledged game and creative animations.

The Game Developers Association was also a part of the Synergy event. The
games that were organized by GDA were relay X&O, Blow war, Defuse or die
which were played as the round 1, round 2 and the final round respectively.

Next, the Crescendo 2023 event. It was a highly anticipated four-day
gathering for gaming enthusiasts, organized by the esteemed Game
Developers Association (GDA). The event's primary objective was to provide
an environment where participants could enjoy a range of exciting
activities while showcasing their skills and engaging in healthy
competition.

On 4th-5th October 2022, Hackathon, “HACKOVER
3.0” was held. It was organized by the Game
Developers Association in collaboration with Google
Student Developer Club, E-Cell and CSI. Hackathon
provided student contributors to strengthen soft skills
like leadership and communication. It was an
opportunity to explore their technical and coding
skills, overcome their weak areas and compete for
fame and glory.

Our flagship event was held on 17th -18th October
2022, Hackathon, “Stratagem 2k23”. The primary goal
of this event was to boost the innovation culture and
further establish the idea-sharing, effective
collaboration and creativeness driven by enthusiasm
towards a shared goal. The hackathon allowed the
participants to connect with Industry personnel’s,
faculty mentors, and most importantly, with each
other.

Combining state-of-art tech and the gen-z

culture, we aim to create an environment

where both fun and facts can coexist.

Unlock your creativity: day 2

Crescendo 2k23: prop hunt


























